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**Background**

As experts from CCNA and RWJF have said to Action Coalitions for the last two years: ACs should form coalitions of nurses, non-nurse leaders, businesses, non-profits, health organizations and others to work together and increase the likelihood that ACs achieve the desired outcomes.

With the support of an action-oriented coalition, ACs gain the support and the influence that can pave the way to implement the recommendations in the 2010 Institute of Medicine report. That landmark report listed eight recommendations on what nurses need to do to be better prepared in a new patient-focused health care system.

Those recommendations for nurses are in the areas of leadership, education, scope of practice, interprofessional collaboration and diversity.

This webinar was recorded and is available at [www.campaignforaction.org/webinars](http://www.campaignforaction.org/webinars)
Webinar Goals

- Understand key elements of an effective coalition
- Identify key obstacles in coalition development
- Determine areas for enhancing the work of the AC coalitions

Webinar Overview

In this webinar, the TCC Group presented key elements of effective coalitions such as what does effective leadership look like, and how to manage and structure a coalition. Some of the material used in this webinar can be found in the paper, “What Makes an Effective Coalition? Evidence-Based Indicators of Success,” at [http://campaignforaction.org/effective-coalition-tcc](http://campaignforaction.org/effective-coalition-tcc)

In her introduction, Reinhard of AARP said that ACs are busy engaging key stakeholders to build relationships and strengthen coalitions.

Furthermore, ACs vary widely in leadership, organizational structure, stakeholder engagement, capacity, and specific outcomes - all topics discussed during the National Summit.

“Our hope today is that you gain some insights into what makes an effective coalition. Every Action Coalition will need to examine and adapt these concepts within their own unique organization.”

ACs are the building blocks of the national Campaign and it’s important to recognize that each AC has to succeed for the Campaign to succeed, says Hassmiller of RWJF.

Much of the success achieved by Action Coalitions depends on the ability and skill to build effective coalitions and attract support from stakeholders. Hassmiller pointed out a few examples of success based on effective coalitions:

In leadership, North Carolina and Wyoming established Nursing Leadership Institutes. Wyoming “graduated” 34 nurses from their institute as of 2012. Virginia offers a “40 Under 40” program to recognize 40 outstanding nurse leaders under age 40 each year. They are assessing how many of the 40 would like to serve as mentors and how many would like to be mentored. They hope to set up online profiles of the young leaders to make connections – similar to Match.com.

New Jersey has placed three nurses on public and private state boards and has six more in the pipeline ready to assume state board positions. Other states are adopting these best practices, too.
In **education**, nine leading states are testing four promising models to get more diverse nurses to obtain a baccalaureate degree and higher. Many states are starting to adopt these four promising models to make it easier for nurses to continue on with their education.

In expanding **practice and care**, this year, 14 states introduced bills to ensure that NPs could practice to the full extent of their education and capabilities without unnecessary and restrictive physician supervision. Legislation was enacted in Nevada and Oregon.

In a major development, the **California** Senate passed legislation removing collaborative practice requirements. That bill now awaits action in the CA Assembly. Four other states still have legislation in play. Since the *Campaign for Action* began, five states have removed major barriers to consumer access to care.

And in the **money** department, as of April, I am happy to report that ACs raised over $5.1 million dollars. This does not include RWJF matching funds.

The webinar presentation by **Jared Raynor** and **Kate Locke** of **TCC Group** included defining a coalition, a way to think about a good coalition, the key capacities of effective coalitions and finally – what not to do in a coalition.

They defined a coalition as “an organization or organizations whose members commit to an agreed-on purpose and shared decision making to influence an external institution or target, while these member organizations maintain their own autonomy.”

Coalitions are almost always organized around member organizations, whereas networks are split between member networks and individual networks. However, in both cases, it is individuals that do the activities.

“Coalitions are networks in action,” says Raynor. “They generally have agreed upon goals that are short-term/tactical.”

A way to think strategically about coalitions is to examine:

- The capacity of an organization to be a good coalition member
- The capacity of the coalition – how they can effectively act
- The outcomes and impact of the coalition
There are critical questions that individual members and the coalition as a whole should address:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Members:</th>
<th>For Coalitions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What do you want to get out of the network/coalition?</td>
<td>Do they have the skills/knowledge to work collaboratively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you justify your involvement?</td>
<td>What is the time and commitment they will have in working with the coalition?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much time can you devote?</td>
<td>Will organizations send relevant decision-makers to the coalition?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you have to offer?</td>
<td>Do they see the value of the coalition for their work?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Locke of TCC** said there are core capacities for coalitions: *leadership* capacity, *adaptive* capacity, *management* capacity, *technical* capacity and *cultural* characteristics/capacity.

In *leadership*, questions to consider are do you have a goal destination? Is it clear why the coalition is the best approach to addressing the problem? What are you trying to achieve? Does your leadership core include the right people? A sure way to make a coalition ineffective is if the members sit around talking about issues, “talking themselves into a circle” without actually doing something. Does your membership represent a variety of professions and leaders? Do you have different types of nurses in your leadership core?

When the newness of establishing a coalition has worn off, it is important to keep the members actively involved, to celebrate the wins and allow members to do smaller tasks.

“The worse thing is to call a meeting of your coalition when you have nothing to do,” says Locke. The agenda must be action-oriented.

**Adaptive Capacity** is the ability of a nonprofit organization to monitor, assess, and respond to internal and external changes (such as networking/collaborating, assessing organizational effectiveness, evaluating programs and services and planning). In planning, the coalition should be grounded in action rather than “lofty goals” or theory. Also, some form of accountability through evaluating members can increase the effectiveness and focus of the coalition.
**Management Capacity** involves frequent and productive communication among members because presumed mutual understanding is one of the largest pitfalls in coalition work. Coalitions are at their best when members are engaged and feel work is productive and meaningful. Also, there should be reciprocity – both members and the coalition should benefit from any specific action.

**Technical capacity** is the ability of a nonprofit to implement all of the key organizational and programmatic functions such as finance, budgeting, fundraising, technology, marketing and communications. Coalitions can lull themselves into believing that the coalition is capacity in its own right. This is not true and coalition efforts can be stalled as well-meaning, but not appropriately skilled individuals, tackle tasks. TCC offered one caution as it relates to hired staff, saying that it may not always be beneficial to have paid staff because if a coalition turns things over to the staff, it stops functioning as a coalition.

**Cultural capacity** is about how the coalition interacts with individual members and between members. Cultural elements include trust, respect, safe dissent, unity and sensitivity to power differentials.

**Coalition Outcomes** can be varied and TCC provided a more nuanced way to think about the value of a coalition, such as:

- Increased coalition capacity (e.g., clarity of vision; ability to manage/raise resources,)
- Increased visibility of coalition
- Increased membership
- Increased quality/prestige/engagement of membership
- Increased collaboration between coalition members outside the coalition
- Merging/strategic relationship with other coalitions
- More rapid and organized ability to respond
- Number of different “faces” that the coalition could credibly put forward to advance the issue

**Can a coalition fail? Yes it can.**

Coalitions can fail if they are not organized for action and if individual members have no roles in working toward good outcomes. There are things that happen that can spell the death knoll for a coalition.
The Seven Deadly Sins of Coalitions

**Debate to Death**: Belaboring every bit of information or potential action, favoring argument over action.

**Social Orientation**: Committing to the group for its own sake rather than as a vehicle for action with a clear goal destination and value proposition.

**Avoidance of Conflict**: Masking disagreement to create harmony at the expense of thoughtful vetting and buy-in. One of the most valuable roles that a coalition can play is to uncover sticking points and resolve them within the coalition rather than publicly.

**Lack of Technical Expertise**: The feeling that forming a coalition substitutes for knowledge of things such as policy and advocacy work, fundraising, or evaluation. Creating a coalition is not advocacy, but rather a tool for it.

**Turn it Over to the Staff**: Leaving the work of the coalition to staff members (whether employed by the coalition or dedicated staff from member organizations).

**No Ongoing Role for Members**: Failing to agree upon specific tasks for coalition members.

**Fight over Recognition**: As the coalition makes gains, members try to take individual credit for success instead of acknowledging partners.

The IOM's recommendations include: the need for more advanced education of registered nurses; nurses leading innovations in health care and being appointed to decision making bodies; all nurses practicing to the full extent of their education and training; a more diverse nursing workforce and faculty; and more interprofessional collaboration among nurses, physicians, and other members of the health care team in the educational and clinical environments.
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